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ABSTRACT: In today’s world accessing of an image using search engine is an important task, but getting a relevant 
image is a complex task. In existing process a text query is used to get an image but in propose system image use as a 
query and reinforcement of that image to get relevant image. Commonly used social multimedia websites like 
Photobucket, flicker, amazon is used to retrieve images in such a large network is very useful but also very monotony 
or challenging process because there exists lots of information such as images, text and network structure. It also takes 
more time and then retrieved contents are not exactly always same. Propose system is use Hmok-SimRank 
(heterogeneous minimum order k-SimRank) algorithm. Firstly SimRank is a link based algorithm which evaluates 
object similarity in an information network. To improve the performance of SimRank algorithm we are introducing 
HMok-SimRank which is faster and more popular algorithms for computing node similarity in information networks. 
HMok-SimRank is used to compute link-based similarity in weighted heterogeneous information networks. Next 
propose IWSL (Integrated Weighted Similarity Learning) to account for both link and content based similarities by 
using the network structure, mutually reinforcing link similarity and feature weight learning. Both local and global 
feature learning methods are design. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Web Search engine mostly based on keyword as query. For all types of question in Google API technology, we 

answer only with text or word. If the answer is in reaching in multimedia content like image, video, then user easily 
understand the answer. The Google search engine is used for searching multimedia answer. Today lots of images are 
uploaded on the web. It is most commonly known that they have pain from doubtful results of giving query keywords. 
It is hard to accurately provide the picture of the visual content of destination images by only using keywords, i.e. if 
user wants to retrieve image for fruit apple then retrieved images of apple iphones, apple laptop, and apple logo. It is 
noisy and ambiguous results. This leads to necessitate for efficient image searching and retrieval. The query keyword is 
apple which is input by user, according to stored image index file, no of relevant image are retrieved by a search engine 
based on this query keyword [figure 1]. In web based search stage, images are ranked again by checking their Semantic 
Signatures. Semantic Signatures are created from Visual semantic space specified by query keyword [2]. This Online 
(Web) based search approach not only improve the accuracy, but also the ability of image re-ranking. For improvement 
in the ability of Web or online image re-ranking, unnecessary reference classes are discard. 

 

 
     Figure1. Image Re-ranking Framework [1] 
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Social networking site like a flicker, Facebook, amazon and online shopping site like snap deal are furnishing product 
which related to image, picture. This sites  are having lots of data, text, images, group, users and network structure and 
billions images, photos uploaded by user so retrieving images trough this sites are very challenging task. Hence, 
proposed system introduces the concept of heterogeneous i.e. image-rich information network and the problem of how 
to perform information retrieval and guidance in networks. System introduce a fast algorithm heterogeneous minimum 
order k-SimRank (HMok-SimRank) to check link based similarity in weighted ’heterogeneous information networks 
[3]. System also propose an algorithm named IWSL (Integrated Weighted Similarity Learning) that is expected to give 
a satisfactory result of both link and content based similarities by taking in account the network structure, mutually 
reinforcing link similarity and feature weight learning [3]. Feature learning methods like local and global are designed. 
Link Similarity computes similarity and relationship between two nodes. Two nodes are similar if they link by similar 
nodes. The motivation of system is, In today’s world image processing such as searching, matching, retrieving and 
sharing of images, which are the most important aspects used in technology. The Main objective of our approach is 
minimizing the time duration for filter the image, i.e time complexity of the image. Next is extract exact image which 
user which user image wants to search. The Scope of our project is to provide relevant images to users within less time, 
which is not done in text based image search due to ambiguity of keywords. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

For the purpose of retrieving information, today’s number of search engine based on a query. Xiaogang Wang et al.[1] 
proposed novel image framework. At offline stage Image re-ranking framework automatically learns different semantic 
spaces for different query keywords. Semantic signature of query keyword from user is calculated and stored in the 
database. At online stage images are re-ranked based on a visual semantic signature, which derive from semantic space 
by query keyword. For the purpose of finding similarities in between image of pre-computed semantic signatures, user 
chooses query image semantic signatures. Disadvantages is ambiguity issues occurs and duplicate images where not 
removed. The vertical image search engine is proposed by Yuxinchen et al[2] It’s complete both visual and textual 
feature of the image which improves performance of image retrieval. iLike system uses the parser to find a sample or 
pattern and text description of the link and the image. The advantage of this system is bridging the semantic gap and 
disadvantage is its only use text and result is not filtered. (Homogeneous) Image rich information retrieval [3] 
overcomes problem of information retrieval. MokSimRank improves speed Sim-Rank. It extends into HMok-SimRank 
which used to compute link based similarity in weighted homogeneous information network. X.Jin, J.Luo, J.Yu[5] 
design iRIN system. It retrieves images from image rich information network. It use SimLearn algorithm, which work 
for link and content based similarity. It works very slowly. Google similarity [9] evaluate the similarity between word 
and phrase based on information distance. Here WWW uses as database and Google use as a search engine. Lei wu 
[10] proposed Flicker Distance. Flicker distance depends on visual information. Flicker distance measures the visual 
correlation between concepts. The Flicker website used for a collection of images. Visual information measures the 
proper relationship of concept. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

A. Problem Statement : 

To avoid irrelevant image results from conventional search the proposed system developing an image re-ranking 
framework for a user with the improved results of web based image search by using retrieved image through image 
query keyword and reinforcement on that image is to get relevant images. 
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B. System Architecture: 

 
Figure  2. System Architecture 

In [Figure-2] System architecture data warehouse is in bottom layer. Database stores the images of various products. 
The second layer of System Architecture performs an extraction of information and feature extraction of image. Next 
layer i.e.3rd layer is Network of weighted heterogeneous image rich information. In fourth layer we are going to 
perform functionality oriented ranking of images which is to find relevant images for a query. The top layer, i.e. Fifth 
layer of contains GUI which is user friendly. User interact with our proposed system through the GUI, It responds to 
user requests and takes feedback from user. After that we are going use IWSL (Integrated weighted Similarity 
Learning) to find content based and link-based similarities by using the network structure, mutually reinforcing link 
similarity and feature weight learning. Both  methods, i.e local feature learning and global feature learning are 
designed. 

 
C. Algorithm Used 

Algorithm 1: Two Stage approach[4]. In first stage, HMokSimRank compute the link based similarity of object.The 
second stage computes a content based similarity. 
      Input: I, the network of image-rich information. 

1. For each object find top K similar candidates; 
2. Initialization 
3. Loop { 
4. For all image pairs calculate link similarity; 
5. For all group pair calculate link similarity; 
6. For all tag pair calculate link similarity; 
7. } until coverage or end condition satisfied; 
8. Update W=W*m+1 by performing feature learning; 
9. Image similarities updatation. 
Output: O, pair-wise node similarity scores. 

 
Algorithm 2: IWSL(Integrated weighted similarity learning)[4] It compute both link based and content based similarity. 
      Input: I, the network of image-rich information. 

1. Construct kd-tree over the image features; 
2. Find top range(or K) similar candidates of each object; 
3. Initialization of similarity scores; 
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4. Loop { 
5. For all image pairs calculate link similarity using HMok-SimRank; 
6. Update W=W*m+1 by performing feature learning, using global or local feature learning; 
7. Search for new top K similar image candidates based on the new similarity weighting is the optional; 
8. Update new image similarities=Sm+1(i, i); 
9. For all group pairs and tag pairs calculate link similarity using HMok-SimRank; 
10. } Until coverage or end condition satisfied. 
Output: O, Pair-wise node similarity scores. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
In Proposed system , Mirflicker dataset are used. The Mirflicker data set is created by downloading product images 
and related metadata information, such as category, tags, and title, via the API of Mirflicker. 

MODULES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM: 
  

1. Recommendation of search: 
It performs Recommendation of Search to user based on browsing and feedback input of User. 
Figure 3 shows the recommendation search of keyword ashok. 
 

 
 

Figure  3. History of image search 
 

2. Query Examiner : 
Query Examiner, determines if word image is present in dataset or not. If word is not present in  

dataset then Query is sent to Bing API. 
 

3. Offline System: 
It is designed to process Query based Search on Mirflicker dataset of 1000 Images. System is 

designed on Tag (or group) Schema. Here as shown in figure 4. Query is “animal” and retrieves the images of 
animals in datasets. Next select one image as query image and retrieve relevant images based on query image. 
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Figure 4. Query based search of keyword “animal” 

 

 
Figure 5. Relevant images of image query of elephant. 

 
4. Online system: 

In Online system Query is sent to Bing API. Image Clustering performs Image Grouping based on 
search terms. As shown in fig 6. Two clusters are generated of query keyword animal for online search i.e  

1) beautiful+animal 2) Cute+baby+animal 
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Figure 6. Cluster generated for online searching on query keyword animal 
 
 

 
Figure 7. Relevant images of query image of “beautiful animal” 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

 In online based search, proposed system can efficiently find object similarity. In weighted hetero-generous image-rich 
information networks, the proposed HMok-SimRank algorithm efficiently finds weighted link based similarity. It 
performance of proposed system is better than existing system.  This method is more popular and faster than existing 
methods. It also retrieve relevant image as per users query. The Future work of proposed system is for better result the 
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word net gives better scope. For it dictionary vocabulary are needed. The proposed system can be extended in video 
and audio search. In future, under the concept of heterogeneous image rich information network, the study can be 
performed how such kind of network structure may benefit various image mining and computer vision tasks, such as 
image categorization, image segmentation, tag annotation, and collaborative filtering. 
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